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ARTICLE 1: RECOGNITION 
The School District recognizes the Corinth Teachers Association as the exclusive 
representative for all professional personnel of the school district pursuant to the Public 
Employees Fair Employment Act with the exception of the school administrators, and itinerant, 
per diem substitute teachers that are not paid on the salary schedule negotiated with the CTA. 
Unless otherwise indicated, employees in this unit will hereinafter be referred to as "teachers" 
and "nurses". Such recognition shall continue for the maximum period allowable by law. 
ARTICLE 2: DEFINITIONS 
As used in the agreement, the following terms shall have the respective meaning set forth 
below: 
A.	 "School District" shall mean Corinth Central School District. 
B.	 "Board of Education" or "Board" means the Board of Education of the Corinth Central 
School District. 
C.	 "Association" means the Corinth Teachers Association. 
Note: It is understood that the local association may be affiliated with state or national 
organizations and accordingly provision is made herein to accommodate such affiliation 
with respect to authorized dues deductions. However, it is agreed that the use ofthe term 
"Association" elsewhere in this agreement does not include such affiliates. 
D.	 "Fiscal Year" means the period commencing on the first day of July of each year and 
ending on the 30th day ofJune next. 
E.	 "School Year" means the days specified in the school calendar between September 1 and 
June 30. 
F.	 "Days" means the days in which school is in session. 
G.	 "Bargaining Unit" means the unit as defined in Article 1. 
H.	 "Itinerant, per diem substitute teachers" means teachers hired as substitutes that are not 
eligible for monetary reimbursement on the salary schedule as per board policy. 
ARTICLE 3: SCOPE/LAW SAVINGS CLAUSE 
All actions of the Board and the Association shall be governed by the provisions of the 
Education Law of the State of New York and other applicable State or Federal statutes. Ifany 
provision of this agreement or any application of this agreement to any teacher or group of 
teachers is or shall be at any time contrary to law, Federal, State, or local, (including but not 
limited to applicable statutory provisions, executive orders, rules, regulations and decisions of 
governmental agencies) or shall be found to be invalid by decision of a court of competent 
jurisdiction, then such provision, or application, shall be ofno force and effect, but the remainder 
of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. In such events the parties may mutually 
agree to consult in an attempt to mutually resolve the situation arising from the impact of the 
preceding paragraph. 
ARTICLE 4: NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES 
A.	 No later than February I preceding the end of the stipulated duration of this agreement 
the parties will enter into good faith negotiations pursuant to the Public Employees Fair 
Employment Act with respect to an agreement successive to this one. Such negotiations 
are to be conducted in accordance with the following provisions ofthis article. 
B.	 Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the selection of the 
negotiating representatives ofthe other party and each party may select its representatives 
from within or outside the School District. Each party's group or team ofrepresentatives 
for negotiations shall consist ofnot more than seven members. 
C.	 At the first meeting a specific place, day of the week, and time of day for subsequent 
negotiating sessions shall be agreed upon. Such place, day ofweek and time ofday being 
thereafter subject to change only by mutual agreement or in an emergency. The second 
meeting shall occur not later than two weeks after the first meeting. The length of 
subsequent negotiation sessions shall be mutually determined at the first meeting. 
D.	 The second meeting will be an informal session. No negotiation packages will be 
exchanged at this time. Each side will be afforded the opportunity to present and fully 
discuss a list ofpossibilities for change/addition/deletion to the contract. This negotiation 
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procedure will continue if agreed to by both sides. It: upon completion of the 
presentation and discussion ofboth packages, one side desires to change the process, then 
fonnal negotiations will begin. Complete negotiation packages will be exchanged in the 
same fonnat as the existing agreement at the next session. Complete negotiation packages 
shall mean a document having all articles, by title, in which changes are to be proposed 
and containing all concepts which the party wishes to have considered during the 
negotiations. 
E.	 All negotiations will be conducted in closed session. 
F.	 Both parties shall furnish each other, upon reasonable request, all available infonnation 
pertinent to the issues under consideration. 
G.	 The parties mutually pledge that their representatives will be clothed with all necessary 
power and authority to make proposals, consider proposals, and reach agreements in the 
course of negotiations. It is recognized, however, that the negotiators for each party have 
been given guidelines and instructions by the party they represent and the negotiators 
cannot exceed such guidelines or instructions and must report, from time to time, to the 
party they represent or a committee thereof for further authorization or clarification. 
H.	 The designated chief negotiators shall be the spokespersons for their respective parties. 
However, other members of the committee may direct questions through their chief 
negotiator. 
I.	 Once agreements have been reached on individual articles, they will be initialed by both 
parties and will be understood to stand as tentative agreements. 
J.	 When the negotiating teams reach a final total agreement it shall be submitted to the 
Association and the Superintendent. It is understood and agreed that such submission, 
together with accompanying recommendations for adoption will be supported by all 
members ofthe negotiating teams ofthe respective parties hereto. 
K.	 During the period of negotiations, and (a) prior to reaching an agreement to be submitted 
to the Superintendent and the Association, or (b) prior to impasse (whichever event shall 
first occur) the proceedings of the negotiations shall not be released to any of the public 
news media. 
L.	 It: during the course ofnegotiations the parties reach an impasse, or ifthey have failed to 
reach an agreement on all topics under negotiation, the Public Employment Relations 
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Board may be requested by either party to assist in the resolution of their differences in 
accordance with the provisions ofArticle 14, Section 209, ofthe Civil Service Law. 
ARTICLE 5: TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS 
Teachers shall be notified by all faculty memorandum by June 1 of tentative assignments 
for the next school year. Teaching assignments, grade levels, school location and anticipated 
class size shall be included in this tentative assignment. Additionally, teachers will be notified in 
writing as soon as a change occurs in the tentative assignment unless it involves a change in class 
size ofless than six pupils. 
ARTICLE 6: REQUISITION OF MATERIALS 
Requisitioning of educational materials shall be done by the individual teacher and/or the 
concerned department and grade level. Prior to the submission date of requisitioned materials, 
teachers will be notified ofany anticipated curriculum changes so that they might order materials 
for the forthcoming school year. This shall not preclude curriculum changes after the submission 
date of requisitioned materials. Within five (5) days after each district budget vote, the 
Association President shall meet with the Superintendent ofSchools for the purpose ofreviewing 
the status of purchase orders. The School District will provide to department chairpersons and 
coordinators a balance sheet which indicates the amount of expenditures and balances for their 
budget categories. This balance sheet will be published during the months of October, 
December, February, Apri~ and June. All department chairpersons and coordinators who 
manage a budget will receive the balance sheets. 
ARTICLE 7: KINDERGARTEN THROUGH GRADE FOUR PREPARATIONS 
A.	 Each K-4 teacher shall be assigned an uninterrupted forty-minute preparation period each 
day and will receive 265 minutes of planning time per week. Teachers may be called 
upon to exchange supervision responsibilities as part of the planning for the preparation 
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period if no other arrangements are possible. A log will be kept in the Superintendent's 
Office ofall extra assignments given to individual teachers. 
B.	 The Administration shall schedule one special class per day for each K-4 classroom and 
distribute the remaining special classes as evenly as possible. 
C.	 Because of the inability of the administration to obtain a substitute, a K-4 teacher shall 
not supervise an extra class or part of an extra class except in emergency situations on an 
equitable arrangement. Extra assignments also will be kept in the log in the 
Superintendent's Office covering the number of emergencies. 
D.	 Substitute teachers for physical education classes will be provided when regular physical 
education teachers are occupied during field day. 
E.	 Special educators will be allowed to utilize their teaching assistants for the continuation 
of programming, including primary instruction, while teachers collaborate, test, and 
complete the writing ofIndividualized Education Programs (IEPs). 
F.	 General education teachers and AIS providers are responsible for a minimum of two 
collaboration sessions per month. The AIS provider will monitor collaboration times 
through writing progress notes in the AIMS system as directed. Methods of collaboration 
could be face-to-face meetings, e-mail, telephone calls, and letters. 
G.	 Flex Schedule 
It is understood between the two parties that in order to best provide for the needs of all 
students, some staff members, as a condition ofemployment, may agree to a modification 
of the professional day. These modifications may include but are not limited to a 
schedule assignment that would allow teachers to begin and end the workday earlier or 
later than the current contractual times. This flexible schedule would be determined by 
the administration and shared with the CTA as appropriate. 
ARTICLE 8: TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS GRADES 5-8 
The following principles and guidelines will be used in assigning teachers in grades five 
through eight. 
A.	 Teachers will not be assigned classes outside of their respective areas of certification. If 
truly emergency or exceptional circumstances exist, the District may request that a 
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teacher accept a temporary assignment outside of the teacher's area of certification, but 
then only in accordance with the educational law and the recommendations of the 
Commissioner 0 f Education. 
B.	 The work load ofacademic teachers in grades 5-8 shall be as follows: 
1.	 Five instructional periods 
2.	 Two preparation/planning periods the length of regular class periods 
3.	 One extra assignment period which may require supervision of students, but will not 
require instruction. This does not pertain to Grade Coordinator. 
4.	 A teacher may accept or reject an additional instructional period above the five stated 
above. If a teacher accepts six instructional periods, such teacher shall not be 
assigned a study hall, ISS, or lunch duty. Consultation will be held in necessary cases 
by June 1 of the school year when assignments are to be completed, or in extenuating 
circumstances, during the summer, after notification to the teacher in writing. 
Teachers who have not been previously tenured will not be offered an instructional 
period above five (5). Exempted are those hired for self-contained classrooms or 
where the assignment is collaborative more than 50% ofthe day. 
5.	 Teachers who elect to teach a seventh period at the request of the administrator will 
be remunerated at the rate of 1/8th of 1/20Oth of the individual teacher's total salary 
per day per extra assignment. 
6.	 If a Team Leader has five instructional periods, such Team Leader shall not be 
assigned a study hall, ISS, or lunch duty. 
C.	 Special educators will be allowed to utilize their teaching assistants for the continuation 
of programming, including primary instruction, while teachers collaborate, test, and 
complete the writing ofIndividualized Education Programs (IEPs). 
D.	 General education teachers and AIS providers are responsible for a minimum of two 
collaboration sessions per month. The AIS provider will monitor collaboration times 
through writing progress notes in the AIMS system as directed. Methods ofcollaboration 
could be face-to-face meetings, e-mail, telephone calls, and letters. 
E.	 Flex Schedule 
It is understood between the two parties that in order to best provide for the needs of all 
students, some staff members, as a condition ofemployment, may agree to a modification 
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of the professional day. These modifications may include but are not limited to a 
schedule assignment that would allow teachers to begin and end the workday earlier or 
later than the current contractual times. This flexible schedule would be determined by 
the administration and shared with the CTA as appropriate. 
ARTICLE 9: TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS GRADES 9-12 
A.	 The following principles and guidelines will be used in assigning teachers in grades nine 
through twelve. 
B.	 Teachers will not be assigned classes outside of their respective areas of certification. If 
truly emergency or exceptional circumstances exist, the district may request that a teacher 
accept a temporary assignment outside ofthe teacher's area ofcertification, but then only 
in accordance with the Educational Law and the recommendations of the Commissioner 
ofEducation. 
C.	 The work load ofacademic teachers in grades 9 - 12 shall be as follows: 
I.	 Five instructional periods 
2.	 Two preparation/planning periods the length ofregular class periods 
3.	 One extra assignment period which may require supervision of students but will not 
require instruction. This item does not pertain to department chairpersons. 
4.	 A teacher may accept or reject an additional instructional period above the five stated 
above. If a teacher accepts six (6) instructional periods, such teacher shall not be 
assigned a study hall, ISS, or lunch duty. Consultation will be held in necessary cases 
by June I of the school year when assignments are to be completed, or in extenuating 
circumstances, during the summer, after notification to the teacher in writing. 
Teachers who have not been previously tenured will not be offered an instructional 
period above five (5). Exempted are those hired for self-contained classrooms or 
where the assignment is collaborative more than 50% ofthe day. 
5.	 Teachers who elect to teach a seventh period at the request of the administrator will 
be remunerated at the rate of l/Sth of 1/200th ofthe individual teacher's total salary per 
extra day. 
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6.	 If a Department Chair has five (5) instructional periods, such Chair shall not be 
assigned a study hall, ISS, or lunch duty. 
7.	 Teachers shall not teach in more than two subject areas within their certified fields. 
Teachers will not be assigned more than four (4) teaching preparations at one time 
unless they agree to the assignment. In extreme circumstances should the district and 
individual mutually agree in the subject areas of Family and Consumer Science, 
Business Education, Art, Music, and Physical Education to teach a fifth preparation, 
on any specified day, those teachers will not be assigned ISS, study hall, or lunch 
duty. 
8.	 If a hybrid schedule is utilized, a teacher's work-load may become disproportional 
from Article 9, Section B 1, 2, 3 and 4 in a given semester or day. The following 
standards will apply: 
a. A teacher's workload for one semester or day shall not be more than 6 teaching 
assignments and one supervision. The study hall, ISS, and lunch duty 
supervisions do not apply to Department Chairpersons. 
b. Opposite the semester or day of disproportion, the total workload will adjust to 
(balance out) to Article 9, Section 1,2,3 and 4. 
c. Item 8 will only apply to Semester I and II ofa given school year. 
D.	 Special educators will be allowed to utilize their teaching assistants for the continuation 
of programming, including primary instruction, while teachers collaborate, test, and 
complete the writing ofIndividualized Education Programs (IEPs). 
E.	 The work study coordinator (individual responsible for job shadow and school to work 
activities) shall not be assigned a study hall, ISS, or lunch duty. 
F.	 Flex Schedule 
It is understood between the two parties that in order to best provide for the needs of all 
students, some staff members, as a condition ofemployment, may agree to a modification 
of the professional day. These modifications may include but are not limited to a 
schedule assignment that would allow teachers to begin and end the workday earlier or 
later than the current contractual times. This flexible schedule would be determined by 
the administration and shared with the CTA as appropriate. 
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ARTICLE 10: STAFF VACANCIES 
Notice of professional staff vacancies in the Corinth School District shall be given in 
writing to the President ofthe Corinth Teachers Association at least ten days before public notice 
of recruitment. The ten-day stipulation shall be waived when less than thirty days notice is 
given. This notice shall clearly state the description of and qualifications for the positions, 
duties, and date when applications are to be submitted. The clerical work shall be done in the 
Superintendent's Office. The responsibility for posting during the school year rests with the 
Association. Teachers who wish to apply for such positions shall submit their applications in 
writing to the Superintendent or his/her designated administrator within the time limit specified. 
1.	 A teacher desiring a transfer may submit a request to the administrator and the 
Superintendent. This request will remain on file for one year. 
2.	 If any vacancies or new positions occur during the summer months all persons who 
have indicated interest in the position shall be contacted by electronic mail by the 
Superintendent. The Association President shall be notified in writing under the same 
provisions that occur in Section A ofthis article. 
3.	 In filling vacant positions, all qualified applicants in the district shall be given the 
courtesy of a personal interview prior to the filling ofthe vacancy. After the decision 
is made by the administration, applicants will be notified of their interview status. 
When courtesy interviews are to be extended, the administration will apprise the 
applicant of this condition. Applicants may decline a courtesy interview, in writing. 
Applicants are to be notified of the fmal status of their candidacy in a timely and 
appropriate fashion. The decision as to whether an interview is ofa courtesy nature is 
at the discretion ofthe superintendent and is not subject to the grievance procedure. 
ARTICLE 11 : GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A.	 DECLARATION OF PURPOSE 
Whereas, the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative 
relationship between the Board and its teachers is essential to the operation of the 
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schools, it is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible levels, 
equitable solutions to alleged grievances, free from coercion, interference, restraint, 
discrimination, or reprisa~ and by which the Board and its teachers are afforded adequate 
opportunity to solve their problems without the necessity of time-consuming and costly 
proceedings before administrative agencies and/or in the courts. 
B. DEFINITIONS 
1.	 A grievance shall mean any alleged violation of this agreement or any dispute 
concerning its meaning or application. 
2.	 The term supervisor shall mean the administrator responsible for the area in which an 
alleged grievance arises. 
3.	 The Association shall mean the Corinth Teachers Association. 
4.	 Aggrieved Party shall mean the Association and/or any teacher or group of teachers in 
the bargaining unit filing a grievance. 
5.	 Party ofInterest shall mean any party in the Association or the School District named in 
a grievance who is not the aggrieved party. 
6.	 Days shall mean days when school is in session, except during summer recess when days 
shall mean Monday through Friday inclusive. 
C.	 PROCEDURES 
1.	 All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party, a citation of 
the provision of the agreement involved in the said grievance, the time when and the 
place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed, the 
identity of the party responsible for causing the said events or conditions, ifknown to the 
aggrieved party, and a general statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress 
sought by the aggrieved party. 
2.	 Except for informal decisions at Stage 1a, all decisions shall be rendered in writing at 
each step of the grievance procedures, setting forth findings of fact conclusions, and 
supporting reasons thereof. A copy of the decision at each stage shall be promptly 
transmitted to the aggrieved party and the Association President. 
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3.	 If a grievance affects a group of teachers or appears to the association to be connected 
with system-wide policies, it shall be submitted to the administrator with the request that 
it be transmitted directly to the Superintendent. 
4.	 The District and Association agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required 
and to make available all relevant documentation not regarded in law as restricted. This 
includes but is not limited to District logs as referred to in this agreement. 
5.	 The preparation and processing of grievances shall be done as promptly as possible and 
at mutually accepted times. 
6.	 An aggrieved party and any party of interest shall have the right at Stages 2 and 3 of a 
grievance to question all present, to testify and call witnesses on the parties own behalt: 
and to be furnished with a copy ofany notes of the proceedings. 
7.	 No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal of any kind shall be 
exercised against any participant in the grievance procedures. 
8.	 Necessary forms to implement all phases of the grievance procedure shall be developed 
and printed by the Association and the District. 
9.	 All documentation dealing with the processing of a grievance shall be filed in a separate 
grievance file. 
10. The grievant may choose a representative to accompany the grievant at all stages of the 
grievance procedure. At the opening informal stage, the representative may act as a 
witness but may not speak. 
11. The Superintendent shall be responsible for maintaining an Official Grievance Record 
which shall consist of written grievances, exhibits, transcripts, any 0 fficial notes and 
briefs. The Record shall be available to the aggrieved party, the Association, and the 
Board ofEducation. 
12. Official minutes shall be kept of all proceedings at Stage 2 and 3 and a copy given to the 
aggrieved party and the Association within five (5) days. 
13.Nothing in this grievance procedure shall be construed as preventing	 a teacher from 
processing a grievance independent of the Association. 
14. A grievance shall be regarded as waived unless it is submitted within thirty (30) days of 
the time when the aggrieved party knew or should have known of the event or condition 
on which it is based. 
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15.Unless all time limits and steps are complied with, the grievance shall terminate. 
D.	 GRIEVANCE STAGES 
1.	 Supervisor (Administrator) 
a.	 A member of the bargaining unit having a grievance will discuss it with the 
administrator to try to resolve the matter infonnally. 
b.	 If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved infonnally, the aggrieved party must 
submit the grievance in writing within ten (10) days to the administrator. The 
administrator shall respond to the association in writing within ten (10) days after 
receipt of the written gnevance. A copy of the decision shall go to the 
Association President. 
c.	 If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision or does not receive a response 
within the time limit, the grievant must submit the grievance within ten (10) days 
to the Superintendent. 
2.	 Chief School Administrator 
The Superintendent (or the superintendent's designated administrative representative) 
shall confer with the grievant and shall submit to him/her a written decision within ten 
(10) days ofhis/her receipt ofgrievance. 
3.	 Board ofEducation 
lfthe grievant is not satisfied with such decision or does not receive a response within the 
time limit, the grievant must request in writing within ten (10) days, a hearing to review 
the grievance by the Board of Education. The Board of Education shall notifY the 
grievant of the time and date of the hearing to be held within twenty (20) days after 
receiving such request. Within ten (10) days following the hearing the Board shall 
respond to the grievant and the Association President in writing with a detailed decision. 
4.	 Arbitration 
If the association is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Stage 3, the 
association must, within twenty (20) days after receipt of the Board decision, transmit to 
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the Board and the Syracuse Regional Office of the American Arbitration Association, a 
demand for arbitration under and in accordance with the rules 0 f the American 
Arbitration Association subject however to the conditions set forth in subsequent 
provisions ofthe arbitration. 
a.	 The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, disregard, alter or 
modify any ofthe terms ofthis agreement. 
b.	 The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding. 
c.	 Each of the parties shall be responsible for its costs incident to participation by its 
representatives, its investigation of facts, preparation of its exhibit briefs, if 
desired, help of outside experts, its witnesses, its AAA filing fee, and hearing 
notes or stenographic record desired or ordered by it. 
d.	 The charges of the arbitrator, including the arbitrator's fee and travel, hotel and 
incidental costs, shall be borne equally by the District and the Association. 
ARTICLE 12: LENGTH OF SCHOOL DAY 
The length of the school day for K-4 teachers will be seven hours. The length of the 
school day for 5-8 and 9-12 teachers will be seven hours and fifteen minutes. Twenty (20) 
school days notice must be given for after school meetings that require attendance except for 
emergency circumstances. 
ARTICLE 13: EVENING ASSIGNMENTS 
Teachers may be required to attend no more than five (5) evening assignments or 
meetings per school year which are not related to the supervision of students. Evening 
assignments include, but are not limited to activities such as Parent Information Nights, Open 
Houses, Project Fairs, or Concerts. Ten (l0) school days notice shall be given for evening 
assignments that require attendance except for emergency circumstances. 
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ARTICLE 14: SCHOOL CALENDAR 
The Association may submit recommendations for the formulation of the school calendar 
to the Superintendent for consideration by area administrators prior to November 15 for the 
calendar for the next academic year. After adoption by the Board, the number of days when 
school is to be in session will not be changed without consultation with the Association 
President. However, the Board reserves the right after consultation with the Association 
President or his designees to adjust the particular calendar days when school is to be in session if 
necessary to comply with the provision of Section 3604 ofthe New York State Education Law 
for the receipt of state aid. Staff Development Days are part of the regular school calendar. 
Upon adoption of the school calendar, copies shall be provided to the Corinth Teachers 
Association. 
ARTICLE 15: CHAPERONE RESPONSIBILITIES AND ASSIGNMENT 
In assessing professional responsibility for chaperoning student activities, teachers 
believe that many of these activities make a valid contribution to the educational goals and to 
school life. Recognizing that some members ofthe certificated staff must be present to exercise 
a supervisory role when students use school facilities, teachers pledge to take their share of 
chaperoning assignments in accordance with the following stipulations: 
1.	 Members of a department involved in a department activity (or teachers assisting a 
department on a paid basis) will not count the activity as part of their pledged share of 
activities. Coaches responsible for an activity or sport on a seasonal basis may be 
assigned to chaperone a sports activity during the off-season. 
2.	 The activities to which teachers are assigned must be school-sponsored. Club or class 
advisors or advisors of other school sponsored organizations shall be responsible for 
procuring chaperones for fundraising activities including but not limited to fun nights, 
dances, and productions. Chaperones for athletic events, annual concerts and drama 
productions shall be chosen according to the following process: 
a.	 A tentative calendar ofevents for the month of September will be delivered to the 
teachers by the first ofJune. Teachers may volunteer for chaperone duty for such 
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events. Prior to the close of school in June the Association shall deliver a list of 
chaperones, to be compiled from regular teaching staff, and chaperone positions 
filled by school district employees as designated by the Board of Education, 
sufficient in number to cover the September events. 
b.	 The Administration and the Association President will assign chaperones from 
such list to the September events and advise the chaperones so assigned by the 
end of June. A calendar of events for the balance of the school year (October 
through June) will be delivered to the teachers at the opening of the school year. 
Teachers may volunteer for chaperone duty for such events. Events not covered 
by teacher volunteers are open to non-teacher chaperones so designated by the 
Board ofEducation. 
c.	 At least fifty percent of the chaperones for each event must be teachers. In the 
absence of such volunteers a chaperone roster will be compiled from the Grade 9 
through 12 faculty for 9-12 events; from Grade 5 through Grade 8 faculty for 5-8 
events; and from Grade Kindergarten through 4 faculty from K-4 events. 
d.	 The proctoring assignment list shall be announced to the teachers a week prior to 
the first October event. Teachers may volunteer for more than three (3) events, 
but shall not be assigned more than three (3) events per year. 
3.	 Teachers may exchange an assignment or find a replacement. The teacher who 
exchanges a chaperone assignment with another teacher, or who has found a 
replacement, will so notify the administration, CTA President, and appropriate clerical 
staff. 
4.	 When chaperone assignment lists are compiled, one alternate chaperone shall be 
assigned for each assignment in case 0 f illness or emergency conditions arising for the 
assigned chaperone. It is the chaperone's sole responsibility to cover the assigned event 
if the alternate is unavailable. 
5.	 Generally, chaperones begin their work thirty (30) minutes before the event begins and 
end their work thirty (30) minutes after the event ends. Certain events may require more 
preparation time as per the activity advisor. 
6.	 Compensation for chaperoning will be at the following hourly rates: 
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2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10
 
$16.85 $17.36 $17.88 $18.42
 
7.	 It is understood that due to the nature of certain events, a head chaperone will be 
assigned in the absence of an administrator. The administration and association 
president shall designate a head chaperone. A job description will be created describing 
the job responsibilities of this staff member. The list of potential chaperones should be 
polled initially for interest. Head chaperones will receive an additional per hour increase 
according to the following hourly rates: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$4.00 $4.12 $4.24 $4.37 
8.	 No teacher will be required to chaperone during a recess or on the night prior to a recess 
unless that teacher has vo lunteered for that specific assignment. This refers to any recess 
ofthree or more calendar days, which shall include weekends. 
ARTICLE 16: SABBATICAL LEAVE 
A.	 A teacher will be eligible to apply for sabbatical leave after seven (7) years of service in 
the district. The recommendation of the Superintendent with respect to such application 
will be reviewed by the Board together with such other considerations, as it may deem 
appropriate. The fmal determination with respect to such application shall rest with the 
Board. 
B.	 Sabbatical leave may be for study, trave~ or a combination thereof. Sabbatical leaves 
may be for one (1) year at one half (1/2) of the salary the teacher would have received 
during the period of such leave or one half (112) year at full salary. 
C.	 Application for sabbatical leave must be made in writing on or before February 1 prior to 
the year for which such absence is requested. Notice of acceptance or rejection ofsuch 
application shall be sent to the teacher by March 15 of the school year submitted. The 
application must indicate the program to be followed by the teacher during the period of 
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leave and the benefits that will accrue to the students of the district. The teacher must 
submit a fmal written evaluation of the sabbatical leave to the Superintendent upon 
return. 
D.	 Not more than three (3) teachers may be granted a sabbatical leave in anyone year. If 
more than three teachers apply for leave to be taken during one year, the selection shall 
be made on the basis of the Superintendent's recommendation. 
E.	 As a condition to such leave, the teacher shall agree to return to and continue in the 
service ofthe district for at least two (2) years after the expiration ofthe sabbatical leave. 
F.	 If the Superintendent feels that the leave is not being used for the purpose for which it 
was granted he shall report this to the Board. After hearing the teacher, the Board may 
terminate the leave if it feels the terms are being abused. 
G.	 In the event that a serious accident or illness occurs during the sabbatical leave causing 
the teacher to terminate the approved sabbatical plan ofwork, the teacher will notify the 
district and submit a medical diagnostic and evaluative report. Based upon such 
documentation, the district will terminate the sabbatical leave and reinstate the teacher to 
the benefits of the contract and return to work if possible. The teacher would be 
considered on sick leave ifunable to return to work. 
ARTICLE 17: SCHOOL DISTRICT FELLOWSHIP 
The School District will support a training and education program for the teaching staff 
An allotment of $6,000 will be made each year by the district to fund this program. Each 
teacher or group of teachers of the district is eligible to apply for a fellowship grant of up to 
$1,000. Applications will be available by October 1 in the Superintendent's Office. 
Applications must be submitted by February 1 and the final decision of the superintendent will 
be communicated to the applicants by March 15. Assigned monies will be allocated at the 
discretion of the Superintendent. 
ARTICLE 18: MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL CREDIT 
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Beginning July 1, 1969 the following policy shall be in effect granting military, 
industria~ Peace Corps, VISTA, or other para-educational experience as credit toward salary:
 
One (1) year credit for two (2) years ofservice
 
Two (2) years credit for three (3) years 0 f service
 
No more than two years credit will be granted. Experience of this kind must be in an area that is 
allied generally with the candidate's teaching field. 
ARTICLE 19: REDUCTION OF STAFF 
In the event a reduction ofstaff is necessary, the following procedure shall be applied: 
1.	 Layoff will be based on seniority (length 0 f continuous district service in the tenure area 
ofthe teacher). 
2.	 Inasmuch as possible, normal attrition will be used. That is, teachers who resign will not 
be replaced if there are qualified teachers available in the district. 
3.	 Where normal attrition does not take care of the necessary staff reduction and only the 
length of service mentioned in item "1" above is in question, the services of the teacher 
having the least seniority in the system within the tenure of the position abolished shall 
be discontinued. 
4.	 A teacher who is thus laid off shall be placed upon a preferred eligible list of candidates 
for a period of seven (7) years for appointment to a vacancy that may thereafter occur in 
a position similar to the one which such person filled, and for which the teacher is 
qualified, without reduction in salary or increment. 
ARTICLE 20: TENURE AND TEACHER DISMISSAL 
A.	 The probationary period for teachers in the District shall be in accordance with the New 
York State Education Law, and the retention and dismissal of teachers shall likewise be in 
accordance with such statutory provisions. 
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B.	 A probationary teacher whose tenure recommendation is in doubt shall have had at least one 
warning in writing with reasons included and at least one meeting with appropriate 
supervisors for the purpose of improving the probationary teacher's performance. 
ARTICLE 21: ALTERNATE EMPLOYMENT LEAVE 
An alternative employment leave shall be granted to one (1) member of the bargaining 
unit annually, upon notification to the District six months prior to the leave. Upon return from 
leave, the teacher shall be returned to the position that the teacher held prior to said leave. 
Leaves shall be granted based upon the following guidelines: 
1.	 Teachers with ten (10) years or more of district service will apply for alternative 
employment leave not less than six (6) months and not more than nine (9) months 
prior to the date on which the leave is to begin: September 1 or first day of second 
semester. 
2.	 One (1) teacher may be on said leave at anyone time. 
3.	 Said leave will be for a period of one year and shall be limited to not more than one 
leave per teacher in any seven (7) year period. 
4.	 The vacancy will be granted on first come, first serve basis. 
5.	 A teacher must reapply each time a vacancy occurs. 
6.	 If more than one teacher applies on the same day for a vacancy then seniority will 
prevail. 
7.	 During this unpaid leave, a teacher will have the right to continue receiving benefits 
under all district insurance policies. The premiums, however, will be paid by the 
individual. 
8.	 The teacher on alternative employment leave will notify the school district by April 
15 ofhislher intention to return to the school district the following September. If the 
teacher does not notify the superintendent in writing by that date, the position will be 
considered abandoned and the position will be posted as a vacancy. For those 
teachers who are scheduled to return at the semester break the date of notification will 
be November 15. 
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9.	 Upon return from said leave, the teacher shall have the right to return to the same 
position the teacher held prior to the leave whenever possible. If such position is 
eliminated, the teacher will be returned to the teacher's tenure area in accordance with 
State Law. 
10. Any teacher who applies for an Alternate Employment Leave will verify in writing 
that the Alternate Employment Leave will not be used to accept a position as a 
teacher in another school district. 
ARTICLE 22: SALARY & EXTRA CURRICULAR SALARY AGREEMENT 
A.	 SALARY AGREEMENT 
The parties agree that all placements on the salary agreement are in accordance to the 
salary schedule below. When a teacher is hired by the school district, the CTA will be notified 
regarding the number of years of service credit which has been granted the teacher by the 
superintendent for salary placement purposes. The subsequent salary placement granted for the 
number of years of prior service which has been granted by the superintendent will be equal to 
the salary for teachers currently on staffwith comparable credited years 0 f service. 
1.	 The District and the CTA agree that all placements on the salary agreement will be in 
accordance with the salary figures for that year. 
2.	 The Superintendent will determine the number of years of experience to be credited to 
new employees. The new employee will then be placed in the appropriate group. A fonn 
will be provided to the new employee stating years of credit, group placement, and base 
salary. 
3.	 Teachers taking a full year's leave of absence, starting at the beginning ofthe school year 
will be placed with teachers in the group immediately below them when they return. This 
does not apply to teachers returning from sabbatical leave. 
4.	 Teachers taking a partial leave of absence, but who are employed for at least 50% of 
school year, will maintain their credited placement on the salary agreement. 
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5.	 The District negotiating team and the Association negotiating team agree to the initial 
placement of all present teachers for 2006-2007. (See Attachments #1 and #2) In 
subsequent years, members move to the next level on the salary agreement. 
6.	 The District negotiating team and the Association negotiating team agree that teacher's 
salaries paid as on June 30, 2010, except for approved master's degree or approved 
graduate hour adjustments, shall "sunset" and remain unchanged in the following school 
years unless mutually modified through subsequent negotiations between the Corinth 
School District and the Corinth Teachers Association. 
B. RECOGNITION OF ADVANCE EDUCATION 
All teachers with a Bachelor's Degree+30 or a Masters Degree will receive an additional stipend 
at the anniversary date of the beginning ofthe lIth year of service in the District. This sum will 
be pro-rated in the first year of eligibility. It will be paid each year thereafter and listed 
separately on the employee's salary statement. 
This stipend will be compensated as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$775 $798 $822 $847 
C.	 LONGEVITY 
Teachers will receive increments at the anniversary date of the beginning of their 20th, 25th, and 
30th year of service to the district. This sum will be pro-rated in the first year of eligibility. It 
will be paid each year thereafter and listed separately on the employee's salary statement as 
follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$880 $880 $906 $933 
Nurses shall receive longevity payment at the anniversary date of the beginning of the 20th, 25th, 
and 30th year of service. It will be paid each year thereafter and will be listed separately in all 
salary statements. 
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The stipend will be paid as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$570 $587 $605 $623 
D. MASTER'S DEGREE 
An additional stipend will be added to the base salary for teachers holding a masters degree as 
follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$775 $798 $822 $847 
E. DOCTORATE DEGREE 
An additional stipend will be added to the base salary for teachers holding a doctorate degree 
which is New York State accredited in the field ofeducation as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 ·2008-09 2009-10 
$907 $934 $962 $991 
F. NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION
 
The teacher who attains National Board certification will receive an annual stipend as follows:
 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$1000 $1030 $1061 $1093 
It is expected by the district that said teacher will participate in a mentoring program to be 
developed collaborative1y by the CTA and the district to assist entry-level teachers and other 
teachers needing assistance. 
G. CREDIT HOUR PAY 
Graduate credit hours will be paid as earned to a maximum of 78 hours for those staff members 
hired after 7/01/02. Graduate credit hours for those members of the staffhired prior to 7/01/02 
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will be paid as earned to a maximum of 90 hours. Those currently on staff having accumulated 
more than 90 hours as to the ratification date of this agreement shall be compensated for the total 
accumulated hours. Staff members in this final category shall not be compensated of any 
additional hours beyond 7/01/02. Graduate credit hours will be paid as earned with submission 
dates of October 1st and February 1st of each year. Academic credit hours after Bachelors +30 
and Masters will need prior board approval before these rates are paid. Credit hours approved in 
October shall be paid in full. The credit per hour rate for the term ofthis agreement will be: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$41.00 $42.23 $43.50 $44.80 
H.	 INSERVICE CREDIT 
In-service hours must be approved in advance by the administration and the school board to 
assure that the content is practical and will enable the classroom teacher to improve the teacher's 
skill in the teacher's area. Each three (3) credit hour course will meet for a period of not less 
than thirty-seven hours. If other schools in the area offer in-service courses meeting these 
requirements, teachers may request administrative and Board approval so that they may receive 
salary credit for them. 
I. CURRICULUM WRITING 
Teachers involved in curriculum writing will be expected to exercise sound professional 
judgment to insure that new curriculum will satisfy the standards and criteria established by the 
district. It is further understood that commitment by an entire unit of the school to the 
development of new grade level or department-wide curricula may, by necessity, involve the 
members of that grade or department. Beyond these conditions, teachers will be given 
reasonable opportunity to develop the curriculum at a time best suited to their needs, as long as 
progress reports are submitted in accordance with the form and schedule established by the 
administrator and so long as the completed document is submitted to the administrator prior to 
August 15. Teachers will be paid for curriculum development work after the administration has 
approved the final curriculum document. Teachers will present the curriculum to the school 
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board as scheduled by the superintendent. Teachers will be compensated at the following hourly 
rate: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$21.00 $21.63 $22.28 $22.95 
A teacher who is the instructor for a staff development or curriculum development program will 
be paid at the rate of 1/200th of the teacher's annual salary prorated for the time worked. Seven 
hours and fifteen minutes of work constitutes a day for salary calculation solely for purposes of 
this section of the contract. 
J. TUITION PLAN FOR GRADUATE HOURS 
Teachers have the option of choosing that the District pay all tuition in advance for Board 
approved graduate credit course taken by the teacher. If a teacher chooses this optio~ the 
teacher will pay the district back, by means ofa payroll deductio~ for all monies within a twelve 
(12) month period. Upon approval for the tuition payment, and as a prerequisite for any tuition 
payment, the teacher will sign a card authorizing the payroll deduction plan. 
K.	 SUMMER SCHOOL COMPENSATION 
I.	 Elementary School: The length of the K-4 summer school will be twenty (20) 
instructional days. The length of the instructional day is three (3) hours. 
2.	 The salary for K-4 summer school teachers will be: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$2577 $2654 $2734 $2816 
3.	 Middle School, grades 5-6: The length of the summer school shall be twenty (20) days. 
The length of the instructional day is three (3) hours. The salary for middle school 
summer school grades 5-6 will be as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$2577 $2654 $2734 $2816 
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4.	 Middle Schoo~ grades 7-8: The length of the summer school will be twenty (20) days 
with each class being 90 minutes in duration. The salary per class for middle schooI 
summer school grades 7-8 will be as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$1288 $1327 $1367 $1408 
5.	 High School: The length of the 9-12 summer school will be thirty (30) days with each 
class being 60 minutes in duration. The salary per class for 9-12 summer school teachers 
will be as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$1288 $1327 $1367 $1408 
L. DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS, COORDINATORS, & TEAM LEADERS 
The District may on an annual basis sponsor extra duties related to program responsibilities. 
Because these extra duties are mentioned in the contract does not mean that these programs or 
duties will be sponsored by the school district each year. The School District will make known 
by April 15 of each school year the extra duties which will be sponsored. The Corinth Teachers 
Association will encourage its members to volunteer for these positions. All positions will be 
posted with the salaries noted on the posting. A posting notice will be sent to the teacher 
currently holding the position in addition to the regular posting procedure. To foster professional 
development and opportunity, the school district and the CTA encourage the rotation of the 
positions of chairperson, coordinator, and team leader among members of the department or 
grade level. The rotation of the position of department chairperson, coordinator, or team leader 
is encouraged at least every fourth year. 
The approved positions are as fo llows: 
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Instructional Coordinator
 
Athletic Director
 1 Reading 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
English
 2 Math 
Science
 2 Social Studies 
Kindergarten
 2 Grade 1 
Grade 2
 2 Grade 3 
Grade 4
 2 Grade 5 
Grade 6
 2 Grade 7 
Grade 8
 2 PE /Health (08-09,09-10) 
Special Education K-12
 2 Occupational Education 
Art
 3 Foreign Language 
Music
 3 Guidance Director 
PE (06-07, 07-08)
 3 AIS K-12 
Library
 4 Health (06-07,07-08) 
AD Summer hours
 
Group Instructional Coordinator Group 
(Pay per day, maximum 5 days) 
Any unit member appointed to more than one (l) of the above positions will be paid for each
 
position held.
 
Chairpersons, coordinators, and team leaders will be appointed on an annual basis in accordance
 
to the following rates:
 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10
 
Group 1 $4800 $4944 $5092 $5245
 
Group 2 $2703 $2784 $2867 $2953
 
Group 3 $2293 $2362 $2432 $2505
 
Group 4 $1408 $1450 $1494 $1539
 
Group 5 $170 $175 $180 $186
 
Department Chairpersons and Coordinators are responsible for the orientation of new teachers 
throughout the new teacher's probationary period. 
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The Athletic Director will not exceed four (4) teaching assignments. The Athletic Director and 
AIS K-12 Coordinator will not be assigned a study hall, lunch duty, or ISS supervision. 
M. GUIDANCE PERSONNEL
 
Guidance personnel working an eleventh month shall receive an additional one-tenth (1/1 Oth) of
 
their total salary.
 
The Guidance Counselor(s) and Social Worker(s) shall receive an additional:
 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$1428 $1471 $1515 $1560 
The eleventh month is defined as twenty-two (22) days of work to be perfonned after the school 
year ends in June and before the school year begins in September. The summer schedule will be 
developed by the appropriate administrator. 
N. SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST 
The School Psychologist (s) shall receive increases in base pay in accordance with Article 22A 
ofthis contract, and further shall be paid an additional stipend of. 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$2176 $2241 $2308 $2377 
O. DISCIPLINE MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 
Discipline Management and administrative support stipends will be appointed on an annual basis 
in accordance to the following rates: 
TITLE 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
Detention - MS, HS I N.A. $4290 $4419 $4551 
9-12 Detention $1485 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Includes both Regular and Extended Detention I 
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9-12 Ext. Detention 
5-8 Detention 
5-8 Ext. Detention 
Homework Hall 9-12 
Dean ofStudents 5-12 
Project Success 5,6,7,8 
Homework Hall K-4 
Dean 0 f Students K-4 
$3704 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
$1485 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
$3704 N.A. N.A. N.A. 
$2777 $2860 $2946 $3035 
$2800 $2884 $2971 $3060 
$2777 $2860 $2946 $3034 
$2777 $2860 $2946 $3034 
$1400 $1442 $1486 $1530 
P. EXTRACUrouCULARPAY 
The School District may on an annual basis sponsor extra curricular activities. Because these 
extra curricular offerings are mentioned in the contract does not mean that these offerings will be 
sponsored by the school district each year. 
Position 
DISTRICT 
Music Department 
Chess Club 
Projectionist Club 
Future Teachers 
ELEMENTARY 
K-4 Drama 
K-4 Yearbook 
Elem Student Council 
4th Grade Grad Coor 
Group 
D 
E 
H 
H 
B 
C 
G 
H 
ES Drama Stage Director H 
Accompanist Winter, Elem I 
Accompanist Spring, Elem I 
ES Drama Music Director I 
MIDDLE 
5-8 Drama 
MS Library Club 
MS Math Club 
B
 
E
 
E
 
Grade 5-8 Student Council G 
MS Drama Stage Director H 
Accompanist Winter, MS I 
Accompanist Spring, MS I 
Position Group 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Yearbook 5-12 A 
Senior Class Advisor A 
Junior Class Advisor A 
Drama 9-12 B 
Sophomore Class Advisor D 
Freshman Class Advisor D 
HS Library Club F 
FCCLA F 
SADD E 
Senior Honor Society E 
Junior Honor Society E 
Strength and Conditioning E 
Science National Honor Society E 
Foreign Language Club E 
Varsity Club E 
TVlMedia E 
HS Student Council E 
Odyssey ofthe Mind E 
Academic Quiz Bowl E 
DECA E 
Mock Trial E 
Computer Club G 
Senior Marching Band G 
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MS Drama Music Director I	 HS Commencement Coordinator G 
HS Drama Stage Director H 
Accompanist Winter, HS I 
Accompanist Spring, HS I 
HS Drama Music Director I 
Group 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
A $2,775 $2,858 $2,944 $3,032 
B $2,471 $2,545 $2,621 $2,700 
C $1,735 $1,787 $1,840 $1,895 
D $1,514 $1,560 $1,606 $1,654 
E $1,265 $1,303 $1,342 $1,382 
F $1,399 $1,399 $1,399 $1,399 
G $886 $912 $940 $968 
H $381 $393 $404 $416 
I $193 $198 $204 $210 
Junior and Senior Class Advisorships may be shared positions. Should two people share these
 
advisorships, the total stipend shall be increased by 50%.
 
All extra curricular salaries will be increased according to the table below when a teacher has
 
completed five (5) consecutive years ofadvisorship duties.
 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$150 $155 $160 $164 
Q. INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS 
LONGEVITY FOR COACHES: After a teacher has coached three (3) years, the teacher will 
receive an increase per year for the fourth year and each additional year thereafter continuously 
coaching a team which has the same length of season as the varsity level for that sport, according 
to the following: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$35 $35 $37 $38 
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By April 15 of each school year the school district will make known the interscholastic 
activities, which will be sponsored. The Corinth Teachers Association will encourage its 
members to volunteer for these positions. All positions will be posted with the salaries stated on 
the posting. A posting notice will be sent to the teacher currently holding the position in addition 
to the regular posting procedure. 
Association representatives and the superintendent will meet to review the interscholastic 
coaching salaries to address any inequity issues, which may exist. Any change in the salary 
schedule will be by mutual consent only with the total amount ofmoney invested in the schedule 
remaining the same. 
R. INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS 
Group Groupfu2m1 fu2ill1 
Cross Country - Var 
Cross Country - Mod 
Fall Cheerleading 
B 
E 
D
 
Basketball - Girls - Var
 
Basketball - Girls - Jv
 
A
B
 
Basketball - Girls - Mod - 8th D 
Football-Var A Basketball - Girls - Mod - 7th D 
Football - 1st Asst. / N 
Football-2nd Asst. / N 
Football-Mod 
Football - 3rd Asst. 
B
C
C
E
 
Winter Cheerleading 
Wrestling - Varsity 
Wrestling - 1st Asst. - N 
C
A
B
 
Wrestling - 2nd Asst. - Mod C 
Football - Asst. / Mod E Wrestling - Asst. - Mod D
 
Field Hockey - Varsity B
 Baseball - Var B
 
Field Hockey - N C
 Baseball- N C
 
Field Hockey - Mod E Baseball - Asst. E 
Golf- Var C
 Baseball - Mod 
Soccer - Var B Softball - Var 
E
B
 
Soccer-N C
 Softball-N C
 
Soccer- Mod E Softball- Asst. ·E 
Volleyball- Var 
Volleyball - N 
Volleyball - Mod 
Bowling 
B
C
E
C
 
Softball-Mod 
Track - Varsity 
E
B
 
Track - Asst. C 
Track - Asst. C 
Basketball - Boys - Var A
 Track - Mod E
B
Basketball - Boys - N B Tennis - Var 
Basketball - Boys - Mod - 8th D Tennis - Mod E
 
Basketball- Boys - Mod - 7th D 
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Group 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
A $ 4,835 $ 4,980 $ 5,129 $ 5,283 
B $ 3,787 $ 3,901 $ 4,018 $ 4,138 
C $ 2,967 $ 3,056 $ 3,148 $ 3,243 
D $ 2,200 $ 2,266 $ 2,334 $ 2,404 
E $ 1,770 $ 1,823 $ 1,877 $ 1,934 
S. MILEAGE 
Mileage shall be reimbursed at the rate established by the IRS 
T. TEACHER/STUDENT MENTORSHIP 
The district will sponsor a program entitled Teacher/Student Mentorship. The purpose of the 
Teacher/Student Mentorship Program is to give an at-risk student twenty (20) minutes of 
personal attention per week throughout the school year. A maximum of ten at-risk students in 
Grades K-4, 5-8, 9-12 will be identified at each level by each school principal. Teachers will 
have the opportunity to apply for a teacher/student mentorship through the regular posting 
procedure. The rate ofpay for this position will be: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$232 $239 $246 $253 
A teacher cannot be a mentor to more than three students. 
U. NEW TEACHER MENTORSHIP PROGRAM 
The district will sponsor a program entitled New Teacher Mentorship Program The purpose of 
this program is to mentor and assist non-tenured and newly hired teachers. Mentors must be 
approved by the district and have participated in appropriate training. A list of teacher mentors 
will be compiled and updated. The rate ofpay for his position will be: 
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2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$1000 $1030 $1061 $1093 
ARTICLE 23: RETIREMENT BENEFITS 
A.	 A retirement incentive will be offered as follows: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
$12,000 $13,000 $14,000 $15,000 
This incentive is offered to those teachers who retire when they reach, for the first time, 
eligibility for retirement pursuant to the New York State Teachers Retirement System. 
Twenty-three (23) years of service to the Corinth Central School District is a necessary 
prerequisite for a teacher to be eligible for a retirement incentive. This incentive shall be 
directly deposited into a teacher's 403(b) account. 
B.	 Using accumulated sick leave for payment of health insurance premiums: A teacher's 
accumulated sick leave can be used in the following manner for the payment of health 
insurance benefits after retirement. 
1.	 For each twenty-five (25) days of accumulated sick leave one (1) year of individual 
health insurance premiums will be paid by the district. 
2.	 If a teacher elects to retire within their first year of eligibility, pursuant to the New York 
State Teachers' Retirement System, then for each twenty two (22) days of accumulated 
sick leave, one (l) year of individual health insurance premiums will be paid by the 
district. 
OR 
3.	 Accumulated sick leave will be converted into a cash value equivalent (accumulated sick 
days multiplied by the substitute per diem rate of pay for certified substitutes at time of 
retirement) and used by the district to pay health insurance premiums. 
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Said choice is irrevocable and must be made in writing to the Superintendent no later 
than thirty (30) days prior to the effective date ofretirement. 
C.	 Cash in lieu of accumulated sick leave: All or a portion of a teacher's accumulative sick 
leave can be cashed in at a daily rate of$40.00. 
D.	 Retirees will only participate in health insurance plans that are available to teachers covered 
by this agreement. 
ARTICLE 24: SEPARATION FROM SERVICE 
The district will pay, upon separation from service in the district, a sum of money equal to 
$16.00 per day for accumulated sick leave days. Said payment shall be in a lump sum and 
payable with the employee's last paycheck. This provision shall only apply to those persons 
employed for at least twenty-five (25) years in the District. 
ARTICLE 25: BOARD MINUTES, MEETINGS, AND AGENDA 
A copy of all Board Meeting Agendas shall be furnished to the Association President at the time 
that copies are sent to Board members. The Association shall be given a place on the agenda of 
board meetings. Ifitems are added to the agenda after the mailing date, the Association President 
shall be advised ofthe additions as early as possible. Board meeting minutes shall be available to 
the Association President for appropriate filing at the time they are officially approved by the 
Board. 
ARTICLE 26: RELEASED TIME FOR THE ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT 
A.	 To give the president additional time to administer his/her association duties, the following 
stipulations shall be effective in relieving his/her extra-class responsibilities. 
1.	 He/she shall be relieved ofall after-school proctoring activity 
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2.	 Ifhelshe is a grade 5-8 or grade 9-12 school teacher, helshe shall be accorded the same 
adjustment as a grade coordinator, department chairperson, or team leader. 
3.	 Ifscheduling permits without adversely affecting the operation of the schoo~ helshe shall 
not be assigned a class the last period ofthe day. 
4.	 Ifhelshe is a K-4 teacher, helshe shall not be assigned bus duty, and will be granted one 
hour per week, duty free, as agreed to by building principal. 
B.	 Up to six (6) days per year will be granted for the attendance of delegates and their 
alternates to the NYSUT Representative Assembly and the NYS Teachers Retirement 
Convention. 
Up to two (2) days per year for a 5-12 teacher or four (4) K-4 teacher will be granted for 
conducting formal teachers' association business. 
ARTICLE 27: TEACHER FACILITIES 
The Board ofEducation will provide: 
A.	 A separate desk and storage area for each teacher in the district if building space is 
available. 
B.	 A suitable space for each teacher to store coats, overshoes, and other personal belongings. 
C.	 A restroom and lavatory facility for teacher use and at least one room in elementary, 
middle, and high school appropriately furnished which will be reserved as a teachers' 
room. 
ARTICLE 28: LUNCH PERIOD 
All teachers shall have at least a thirty (30) minute duty-free lunch period during or near the 
normal school lunch period. 
NURSES: Nurses are entitled to a thirty (30) minute lunch and fifteen (15) minute break daily. 
Nurses may take lunch and break concurrently. 
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ARTICLE 29: TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Prior Board of Education approval is required for all temporary leaves of absence other than 
those already provided for in this agreement. The request must be made in writing to the Board 
ofEducation for consideration and action at a regularly scheduled Board of Education meeting. 
When leaves ofabsence are granted, certified substitutes will be hired, if available. 
ARTICLE 30: LEAVE ALLOWANCE 
A.	 FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE ACT (FMLA) 
Please refer to Board ofEducation Policy 6.11 for FMLA guidelines. 
B.	 SICK LEAVE 
1.	 1-20 years ofservice to the district 12 days 
2.	 21 years or more ofservice to the district 15 days 
3.	 Accumulation unlimited 
4.	 Fifteen (15) days of sick leave per year may be used for family illness. The fifteen-day 
limit will be waived in cases of catastrophic illness as attested to by a physician's 
statement. 
5.	 Immediate family is defined as spouse, child, parent, sister, brother, grandparent ofeither 
teacher or spouse and any other member of the household ofwhich the teacher is a part. 
6.	 Part-time employees will receive prorated benefits. 
7.	 Teachers employed more than ten (10) months during any school year shall be granted 
additional sick leave at the rate of 1.5 days for each extra month ofemployment. 
8.	 An accounting of the accumulated sick leave shall be given to each member of the unit 
by the District no later than September 15 of each school year. 
C.	 FUNERAL LEAVE 
Each teacher will be granted up to (5) days absence each year per occurrence due to death in 
the immediate family, with no loss of pay. The principal shall be notified in advance of the 
absences unless emergency prohibits. Members ofthe immediate family of either the teacher 
or spouse including children, brothers, sisters, father, mother, and grandparents. Each teacher 
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will be granted up to three days each year per occurrence due to the death ofan aunt or uncle. 
Part time employees will receive proportional benefits. 
D.	 PERSONAL BUSINESS LEAVE 
Three (3) days personal business, non-accumulative, shall be granted, at the discretion of the 
administration. Nonnally, a teacher shall give one (1) week's notice prior to the use of such 
leave. These days may be used only for personal business that cannot be conducted during 
non-school hours. Unused personal business days will be added to the accumulation of sick 
leave. These days may not be used to extend a holiday or vacation period. Part-time 
employees will receive pro-rated benefits. 
E.	 SICK DAY BANK 
Establish a sick day bank as follows: 
1.	 A pool ofdays shall be established to provide additional sick days to teachers and nurses 
who are members of the negotiating unit in the event that current and accumulated 
personally earned credits are exhausted and illness continues. The remaining days in the 
non-tenured sick day bank will be contributed to the sick day bank. 
2.	 Teachers in the negotiating unit electing to participate in such Sick Day Bank shall 
contribute two (2) days of their individual sick leave. Part time teachers shall contribute 
one (1) day. All teachers in the negotiating unit are eligible to participate, but those 
teachers not electing to contribute shall not be eligible to draw from the bank. 
3.	 The maximum number ofaccumulated days in the Sick Day Bank will not exceed two (2) 
days multiplied by the number of full and part-time participating teachers. If the number 
of teachers in the Sick Day Bank should increase, then the maximum number of 
accumulated sick days shall increase at the rate of two (2) days per additional teacher. 
4.	 The superintendent and president of the association or their designee shall act as trustees 
ofthe Sick Day Bank and all decisions relating to the use ofthe Sick Day Bank days shall 
be made by them. Such decisions shall not be subject to the grievance procedure. 
However, an applicant may ask for and will receive a review of the decision stating 
reasons for the denial 
5.	 A teacher who has contributed to the Sick Day Bank may be granted days from the bank 
by submitting a request to the trustees in writing, including supporting documents to 
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establish the appropriateness of each request. In no event shall a full time member be 
granted more than thirty (30) days, part-time more than fifteen (15) days per request. 
Upon exhausting such thirty (30) or fifteen (15) days respectively, a member may be 
granted additional days from the bank through a second request as per procedures stated 
above. 
6.	 The Sick Day Bank shall be replenished when the number of accumulated days has been 
depleted by fifty percent of the bank maximum At such time established members shall 
contribute one (1) day each. New members will contribute in accordance with the 
procedure to join the Sick Day Bank as indicated below. 
7.	 Procedure to Join the Sick Day Bank 
a.	 To be eligible for membership in the Sick Day Bank the teacher must be a 
member of the negotiating unit. 
b.	 The teacher may join the Sick Day Bank by signing a waiver form authorizing 
two (2) sick days to be deducted from the teachers sick day total and deposited in 
the Sick Day Bank. 
c.	 In order to establish this Sick Day Bank teachers may join the bank at anytime up 
to September 30 of the school year. Any teacher not joining by this date will be 
eligible again when the Sick Day Bank is replenished. 
8.	 Termination of Membership 
a.	 Any teacher may terminate membership in the Sick Day Bank by notifying the 
Sick Day Bank trustees in writing. 
b.	 Any teacher withdrawing membership waives all rights in the benefits of 
membership. Days contributed will not be refunded. 
F.	 SICK LEAVE RESERVE 
Upon application to the School Business Administrator, any member of the negotiating unit 
in this employment grouping who has exhausted member's accumulated sick leave will be 
granted an additional twenty (20) days sick leave. In any such instance of application for 
additional days of sick leave, the applying employee will be required to provide a statement 
for member's physician indicating the condition which causes the absences. Part-time 
employees will receive prorated benefits. 
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G.	 WRY DUTY 
Teachers who are required to serve on jury duty will receive full salary during the period of 
such service less an amount equal to the compensation paid to them for each such jury duty. 
The teacher shall report for his/her teaching assignment when his/her presence is not required 
in the courthouse. 
H.	 JOB RELATED INWRIES 
If a teacher is injured in the pursuit of his/her assigned professional duties and the injury is 
sufficiently serious to require his/her absence from work, the following policy will be 
effective: 
1.	 He/she shall be paid the difference between the Workers Compensation payments 
he/she receives and his/her regular current wages or salary for the period of his/her 
compensation while offthe job up to a maximum ofsixty (60) school days. 
2.	 After the sixty (60) day period of full pay any compensation paid by the district to the 
teacher which is not reimbursed by workers compensation will be charged to the 
teacher's accumulated sick leave. If accumulations are exhausted the teacher will 
receive a salary amount equal to the amount reimbursed by workers compensation. 
3.	 The Board of Education may request that the teacher be examined by the School 
District physician or by a physician designated and paid for by the Board of 
Education to determine the seriousness of his/her injury and his/her continued 
eligibility for district compensation. 
ARTICLE 31: PERSONNEL FILE 
A.	 The teacher personnel file shall be maintained in the Superintendent's Office and shall 
contain only the application form, personal data form, certification forms, salary notices, 
appointment notices, attendance record, transcripts, college placement folders, or references. 
No other material shall be added to the file without the acknowledgment of the teacher 
involved. Acknowledgment means that the teacher has been given the opportunity, at a 
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formal meeting, to affix his/her signature to the copy to be filed with the understanding that 
such signature in no way indicates agreement with the contents thereof. 
B.	 The personnel file shall not be deemed a public record open to inspection by the general 
public. 
C.	 The personnel file, other than the college placement folders, references or materials from an 
outside source indicated as of a confidential nature, shall be available to the teacher for 
examination at the convenience of the teacher and office staff. The teacher shall have the 
right to make a response to any material filed and such response shall become a permanent 
part of the teacher's folder. The teacher shall also have the right to make copies at teacher's 
expense, of any materials contained in such file except for that from an outside source 
indicated as 0 f a confidential nature. 
ARTICLE 32: PARENTALLEAVE 
A.	 A teacher desiring parental leave (for adoption or natural birth) shall make a written request 
for such leave at least one (1) month prior to the commencement thereof. Such request shall 
include the date of the commencement and the expected date of the expiration ofthe leave. 
B.	 The teacher on parental leave will be notified by the school district by March 1 that he/she 
must verify in writing hislher intentions to return to the district at the end ofthe leave period. 
A letter sent by registered mail to the address in the personnel folder will be considered 
sufficient notification. The teacher must inform the superintendent's office in writing by 
April 15 of teacher's intention to return to the school district. If the teacher does not notify 
the superintendent in writing by that date, the position shall be considered abandoned and the 
position will be posted as a vacancy. For those teachers who are scheduled to return at the 
semester break the date of notification will be October 1 and the date for written teacher 
response will be November 15. 
C.	 The length of parental leave shall be for a period not to exceed four (4) regular academic 
semesters beyond the semester during which the leave became effective. 
D.	 Parental leave shall be without pay and is not to be construed as sick leave except that the 
teacher may elect to utilize a portion or all accumulated sick leave during the period of 
physical disability. Pursuant to such election during a parental leave, sick leave will be paid 
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only during the time period in which a physician certifies the employee to be physically 
disabled because of pregnancy or childbirth. If the teacher's accumulated sick leave days 
reach zero and a physician certifies the employee to be physically disabled because of 
pregnancy or childbirth, the teacher may apply for an additional twenty (20) day sick day 
reserve. Applications must be approved by the administration. Ifthe teacher has exhausted all 
sick leave, sick leave reserve, and a physician certifies the employee to still be physically 
disabled because of pregnancy or childbirth, the teacher may then apply for days from the 
district's sick bank providing they are a member. Applications must be approved by the sick 
leave trustees. Such decisions shall not be subject to the grievance procedure. 
E.	 A teacher on parental leave shall not be denied the opportunity to substitute in the school 
district or seek other part-time employment except during the period of physical disability 
when a teacher may utilize sick leave. 
F.	 Advancement on any salary schedule shall not be based on time accrued during parental 
leave. When the teacher returns, credit will be given for all benefits earned prior to the leave, 
as well as any new benefits to which the teacher would then be entitled except for sick leave 
which would have accrued during the absence had the teacher not been on leave and except 
for service credit for the leave period. 
G. All teachers on parental leave shall be privileged to continue all insurance plans. Teachers 
who elect to so continue must pay 100% ofthe insurance premiums while on leave. 
H.	 For the non-tenure teacher, parental leave shall be an interruption of the probationary period 
and not in lieu of the requirements for serving a probationary period. 
ARTICLE 33: TEACHER EVALUATION 
A.	 All classroom observations of the work perfonnance ofa teacher shall be conducted openly, 
with the full knowledge ofthe teacher. 
B.	 All fonnal observations shall be written up on a fonn developed by the District and the 
Association, such fonn to be a two-part document making provision for both the 
Observation Fonn and the Evaluation Report. A copy of the observation portion of the fonn 
shall be given to the teacher prior to the evaluation conference. 
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C.	 The evaluation conference shall take place, if possible, on the day of the observation or as 
soon thereafter as possible, but not later than five (5) school days after the observation. The 
teacher may have a faculty representative present. 
D.	 After the teacher has had an opportunity to study the Observation Fonn, had the conference 
with the observer, examine the Evaluation Report and made comments thereon, the teacher 
shall sign the forms in the space provided, acknowledging only that he/she has had the 
opportunity to study them and make comments if desired. A copy of the completed forms, 
including the teacher comments, shall be given to the teacher. A copy of the forms shall be 
kept in an evaluation file in the custody ofthe superintendent, such file being maintained for 
that purpose only. The teacher shall have the right to inspect all materials in his/her 
evaluation file and to make copies thereof at the teacher's expense. 
E.	 TEACHER EVALUATION AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN 
Teachers will be evaluated according to the Annual Professional Performance Review 
(A.P.P.R.) plan found in the Teacher's Handbook. 
ARTICLE 34: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
An administrator or superintendent can require a teacher to take up to fifteen (15) hours of 
professional development work related to the teacher's professional assignment. The teacher will 
be compensated by the school district for expenses related to travel, tuition, fees, and materials. 
The administration will give the teacher a reasonable advance notice of this requirement so that 
the teacher can make appropriate plans. 
ARTICLE 35: INSURANCE BENEFITS 
A.	 The premium costs of Blue Cross Matrix I for all teachers, both individual and family 
coverage, shall be shared by the district and the teachers. The District will pay 80% of the 
premium costs; the teachers will pay 20% of the cost. Effective July 1, 1981 the eye care 
coverage rider (under Blue Cross Matrix I Major Medical Coverage) will be added to the 
insurance coverage. 
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B.	 HMO's as alternatives to the Matrix Plan will be made available by the District to members 
ofthis bargaining unit. Selection will be made by mutual agreement. The District will pay the 
same percentage of cost as stated in Paragraph I above. After 7/01102, MVP Co-Plan Ten 
coverage will not be offered to new employees or any member of the CTA bargaining unit 
not presently a member ofMVP Co-Plan Ten. 
C.	 For those members of the unit electing to participate in dental care insurance coverage, a 
Blue Cross Dental Program covering Class I, II, III, and IV services as outlined will be 
available. The Board of Education will pay 100% of the insurance premium for family or 
individual membership for the 1985-86 school year while such participating members of the 
unit so electing are employed by the District. Student coverage rider for students up to age 25 
will be included in the coverage. Any increase in the premium after 1985-86 will be shared 
equally by the district and the employee. 
D.	 The NYSUT Trust Program will be available to teachers, with an open period for joining 
during the month of September, November, January, and June. Any teacher who drops 
coverage will not be able to rejoin until the next open period. All deduction changes will be 
made in the first payroll of the month following the enrollment period. 
E.	 IRS 125 Plan - for premium only - for the employee's health/dental insurance premiums will 
be provided to unit members at no cost. 
F.	 The District will offer and IRS section 125 plan commonly known as a Cafeteria or Flex 
Plan. This Flex Spending Account will be for un-reimbursed medical and dependent care 
expenses. 
ARTICLE 36: EMPLOYEE COPIES 
Within sixty (60) days after the effective date of this agreement, a copy shall be furnished by the 
District to each member of this bargaining unit. Each public employee employed thereafter shall 
upon such employment be furnished with a copy ofthis agreement. 
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ARTICLE 37: DUES DEDUCTION/AGENCY FEE
 
Effective July 1, 1981, the Corinth Central School District shall deduct from the salaries of
 
employees in the bargaining unit who are not members of the Corinth Teachers Association the
 
amount equivalent to the dues levied by the Corinth Teachers Association and shall transmit the
 
sum so deducted to the Corinth Teachers Association, in accordance with Chapters 677 and 678
 
of the Law of 1977 of the State of New York. The Corinth Teachers Association affmns that it
 
had adopted such procedure for refund of agency shop fee deduction as required in Section 3 of
 
Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York. This provision for agency
 
shop fee deduction shall continue in effect so long as the Corinth Teachers Association maintains
 
such procedure. (The agency shop fee deduction shall be made following the same procedures as
 
applicable for dues check-off: except as otherwise mandated by law or this article of the
 
Agreement). The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of members of this unit dues for the
 
Corinth Teachers Association and its affiliates as said teachers individually voluntarily authorize
 
on forms provided by the Association. Such deductions shall be made in twenty (20) equal
 
installments per year. The District further agrees to transmit such dues withheld to the
 
Association biweekly.
 
ARTICLE 38: NURSES
 
The following is the contract package for Nurses within the CTA Contract:
 
A. Article 1 - nurses are included in Article 1 and will be dues paying members. 
B.	 The following Articles will pertain to Nurses: Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
18,19,22 C, D, 0, P, Q, & R; 23 B, C, D; 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, & 
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C. The following Articles	 DO NOT apply to NURSES: Articles 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,16,17, 20, 
21 ,Article 22 A, B, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, & N; Article 23 A 
Nurses will be represented on the salary agreement in a similar manner as teachers. 
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Nurses who are under contract when this agreement is ratified and who do not have a 
bachelor's degree will continue to be compensated at a rate of68% of the corresponding 
teachers' salary group. 
Nurses who are RN and have a bachelor's degree will receive the following percent of their 
corresponding teachers' salary group: 
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
70% 72% 74% 75% 
Other nurses will receive 65% oftheir corresponding teachers' salary group. 
ARTICLE 39: DURATION 
Monetary provisions ofthis agreement shall have retroactive effect and shall become effective as 
of July 1, 2006.The provisions of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect until June 
30, 201 O.The parties further agree that teacher salaries paid as of June 30, 2010, except for 
approved master degrees and approved graduate credit hour adjustments, shall "sunset" and 
remain unchanged in the following school years unless mutually modified through subsequent 
negotiations between the Corinth School District and the Corinth Teachers Association. 
This agreement is the result ofcollective bargaining between the ChiefExecutive Officer and the 
Association which has been conducted under the requirements and directions of the Public 
Employees Fair Employment Act (Taylor Law). 
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------------------ -- ---------------------
The parties have set their hands and seals this 2[> day of te6/w~y, 2007 
/ 
For Corinth Teachers Association 
For Corinth Central School District 
: , i 
, 
" ~/~db.J 
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Attachment 1: Salary Agreement J 
---~--~---(I }2006-2007 through 2009-2010 \..:/ 
--=; 
GROUPS 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 
1 32700 34008 35368 36783 37887 
2 33260 34590 35974 37413 38535 
3 33840 35194 36601 38065 39207 
4 34370 35745 37175 38662 39821 
5 34740 36130 37575 39078 40250 
6 35350 36764 38235 39764 40957 
7 36170 37617 39121 40686 41907 
8 37070 38553 40095 41699 42950 
9 38420 39957 41555 43217 44514 
10 39560 41142 42788 44500 45835 
11 40710 42338 44032 45793 47167 
12 42080 43763 45514 47334 48754 
13 43100 44824 46617 48482 49936 
14 45170 46977 48856 50810 52334 
15 46500 48244 50053 51930 53488 
16 48400 50094 51847 53662 55272 
17 50500 52141 53836 55586 57253 
18 52400 53972 55591 57259 58977 
19 54950 56599 58296 60045 61847 
20 57480 59204 60981 62810 64694 
21 59700 61491 63336 65236 67193 
22 62000 63860 65776 67749 69782 
23 65000 66950 68959 71027 73158 
24 67250 68595 69967 72066 74228 
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Attachment 3: Memorandum ofAgreement 
The signatures below indicate agreement to the following items. 
A.	 Modified Cheerleading. This originated in the 2005 - 06 as a pilot program. For 2006 - 07 
and 2007 - 08 it will continue in accordance with the guidelines established by the Athletic 
Director. 
•	 Between the end of the 2007 - 08 basketball season and May 31, the Athletic Director 
shall recommend to the Superintendent whether the position should continue during 
the ensuing two (2) years ofthis agreement. 
•	 The district and the CTA will mutually determine whether it should be added to this 
collective bargaining agreement. 
B.	 Awards Coordinator. This position exists fort he 2006 - 07 school year and is compensated 
in accordance with Group G in the Table ofExtra Curricular Positions (Article 22, Item P). 
•	 Beginning in 2007 - 08 and for the term of this agreement, this position ceases to 
exist. The duties encompassed become the responsibility of the High School 
Principal and subject to his delegation and distribution. 
C.	 Notice of Claim The CTA states that the Notice of Claim filed against the District in 
September, 2006 in relation to Block Scheduling in the High School has been withdrawn 
prior to the dates of the signatures, below. 
~F./.-/_
 
CTA ~
 
Date 
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